An expression is derived for the net present value of returns obtained through increased productivity of descendants of a purchased sire. This expression is useful for evaluating a given sire purchase, but is not so helpful in determining a sire buying policy. For 
Introduction
Most economic assessments of animal breeding programs, such as those of P OUTOUS and V IS S A C ( 19 6 2 ), HILL ( 1971 ) , JAMES ( 197 2) and !r,s!N and M O C QUO T ( I974 ) have dealt with decisions made in the breeding nucleus. However, genetic gains made in the nucleus are mostly realised by gene flow into commercial populations and, therefore, the benefit of genetic gain is dependent on decisions made by owners of commercial stock to buy breeding animals, normally sires, from the breeding nucleus. Thus genetic gains made in the nucleus will have a significant impact on production to the extent that purchase of sires from the nucleus is seen as a profitable use of resources by owners of production stock. N APIER and Jorr!s ( 197 6) have discussed the value of Australian merino rams by calculating the discounted value of returns from the progeny of a purchased ram. However, they ignored contributions to later generations, and considered evaluation of a particular sire, rather than a sire buying policy. Their approach may thus be more relevant to buying a terminal sire than to purchase of a sire for purebreeding. In this paper, the analysis of sire buying policies for purebred populations will be developed in relation to the rate of genetic gain being achieved in the nucleus, and to the relative breeding value and price of available sires.
Evaluation of a purchased sire
We first develop an expression for the value of a purchased sire, given all the conditions of use. This will be expressed as present value of discounted returns, comparing the purchased sire with a randomly chosen male from the commercial population or base. The notation to be used in this paper is listed with definitions in the Appendix. N (B ICHARD , 1971 
